
WRITE A DIALOGUE BETWEEN TWO FRIENDS ABOUT THE DREAM THEY

SAW LAST NIGHT

Explanation: writing a dialogue writing between two friends discussing about their dreams. Me: Hi Ria. Do you know I
had a dream last night.

Start a Conversation! But for reading comprehension, you need to put in lots of practice to get better at it.
Rohit: Thanks. Rohit: How about Tava? Mahesh: Yes, unusually long. Thank you Jamia. Use the speech
bubbles located in the Textables section. I will make research on agriculture. Moreover, would you want to
run them for so many hours every day and for so many months? We can carry the raw material, but we can get
confirmation only when we reach there. He was fine to begin with, but not anymore. Mahesh: Yes, I can. Here
is an example of a finished dialogue between two friends. Rohit: I started off well. We must do well in the H.
Rohit: We can hike down from the guest house to the backwater in an hour or so, spend some time there, then
walk on a different trail, and then finally walk back up to the guest house in the evening. Try to include some
of the following in your dialogue. Mahesh: Sandy beach, wow! Rohit: Mine is alright. But what to do at
home? We can also report construction activities in our neighborhood during the period it is banned. Use a
separate speech bubble each time a character speaks. Can you help me with English though? Sujon : We must
choose our career properly. Vehicular pollution can be controlled by taking the fuel-inefficient, polluting old
vehicles off the roads, but will it happen. Sujon : Choosing career is not enough. Rohit: Then? Rohit: There
have been some restrictions on use of firecrackers at least in Delhi, but implementation is not easy. Rohit:
Sounds good. We should aim for  We can make the guest house our base and undertake different activities in
the surrounding area. As you practice, the right conjugations and vocabulary will come to you more easily!
Too much time on the road is taking a toll on me.


